User Parameters

Purpose

The purpose of this page is to explain the various user parameters that can be used in the LE shipping transactions.

Overview

SAP Memory is a user-specific memory area for storing field values. It is particularly useful if the user has to repeatedly enter the same value into a field. Using SAP memory allows you to ensure that the user does not have to repeatedly enter the same values.

User Parameters

Transaction VL01N

1) Parameter ID ‘VST’: Shipping Point

Allows you to fill the shipping point field (LIK-P-VSTEL) via the user profile. For example, in figure 1, the user parameter ‘VST’ = ‘0002’ in SU3. When transaction VL01N is called, the shipping point field is automatically populated with ‘0002’ (See figure 2) for this user.

Figure 1: User parameter “VST” is populated in transaction SU3 (User Profile)
2) Parameter ID ‘LEDAT’: Delivery selection date

Allows you to fill the Delivery selection date (lv50c-datbi) via the user profile. For example, in figure 3, the user parameter ‘LEDAT’ = ‘20130422’ in SU3. When transaction VL01N is called, the delivery selection date field is automatically populated with ‘22.04.2013’ (See figure 4) for this user.
Figure 4: When this user calls transaction VL01N, the system automatically-populates the selection date field.

3) Parameter ID ‘ALT’: Delivery Type

Allows you to fill the delivery type (LIK-P-LFART) field. For example, in figure 5, the user parameter ‘ALT’ = ‘LF’ in SU3. When transaction VL01N is called, the Delivery Type field is automatically populated with ‘LF’ for this user.

Figure 5: User parameter “ALT” is populated in transaction SU3 (User Profile)
Transaction VL01NO

As with transaction VL01N, user parameters VST, LEDAT, and ALT can be used for transaction VL01NO. In transaction VL01NO, the sales area cannot be copied from the sales order. Therefore, the following user parameters are also available with transaction VL01NO:

1) Parameter ID ‘VKO’: Sales organization

Allows you to fill the Sales Organization (LIKP-VKORG) field. For example, in figure 7, the user parameter ‘VKO’ = ‘0001’ in SU3. When transaction VL01NO is called, the Sales Organization field is automatically populated with ‘0001’ (figure 8).
Figure 7: User parameter “VKO” is populated in transaction SU3 (User Profile)

2) Parameter ID ‘VTW’: Distribution channel

Allows you to fill the Distribution Channel (RV50A-VTWEG) field. For example, in figure 9, the user parameter ‘VTW’ = ‘01’ in SU3. When transaction VL01NO is called, the Distribution field is automatically populated with ‘01’ (figure 10).
Figure 9: User parameter “VTW” is populated in transaction SU3 (User Profile)

When this user calls transaction VL01NO, the system automatically populates the Distribution Channel field.

3) Parameter ID ‘SPA’: Division

Allows you to fill the Division (RV50A-SPART) field. For example, in figure 11, the user parameter ‘SPA’ = ‘02’ in SU3. When transaction VL01NO is called, the Division field is automatically populated with ‘02’ (figure 12).
Figure 11: User parameter “SPA” is populated in transaction SU3 (User Profile)

Figure 12: When this user calls transaction VL01NO, the system automatically populates the Division Channel field
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